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A PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF THE PLANNING REFORM AND THE PLANNING AND 

DEVELOPMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2020  

Rowe Group commends the State Government on the contemplated changes to legislation, 

regulation and policy items proposed for the short term to assist the property sector in the 

economic recovery from COVID-19.  Our firm has been anticipating these important initiatives which 

are now proposed in the form of the Planning and Development Amendment Bill 2020 (‘The Bill’). 

The Bill reflects the ongoing planning reform work being pursued by the State Government. 

Rowe Group looks forward to continuing to update our clients and colleagues and provides this 

preliminary review of the Bill in the interim. It should of course be recognised that the Bill has been 

introduced into Parliament and will be subject to normal debate, potential modification and ultimate 

Assent before becoming active.  We remind our clients and colleagues to be aware that the content 

of the Bill is subject to change and to consider our review in this context. 

As we continue to review the State Government’s Planning Reform initiatives in detail, we wanted to 

share with you some of our preliminary notes and observations. The Bill as proposed represents an 

urgent response to the COVID-19 pandemic, while also seeking to implement long term changes to 

the planning system. 

The Bill is the first of two phases of legislation, with this Bill focusing on matters likely to have an 

immediate impact.  Those planning reform matters requiring new or amended regulations are 

expected to follow as phase two in due course.  

Part 2 of the Bill contains a range of special provisions in response to the COVID-19 pandemic 

▪ A new Part 17 of the Act will be added, providing the basis for a ‘Part 17 Development 

Approval’ through an expedited approval pathway with determination by the Western 

Australian Planning Commission (WAPC), under certain strict conditions; 

▪ Key to these conditions is the definition of ’Significant Development’ (over $30M and 

more than 100 residential dwellings or greater than 20,000m2 nla commercial 

floorspace) – however, of equal relevance is the scope for major development in 

regional areas to be considered in the same expedited manner (on recommendation of 

the Premier to the Minister); 

▪ A new Part 18 works alongside Part 17 to provide for the automatic two-year extension 

of subdivision approvals; 

▪ The expedited development approval pathway for significant development does not 

allow for extension to the approval period beyond a stated four years from the Covid-19 

recovery period, preventing potential ‘banking’ of the approval for the future. 

In particular, we note that: 

▪ For the purpose of Part 18 of the Bill, ‘Development’ is defined as applicable to certain 

circumstances of the Planning and Development Act 2005 (‘PD Act’) or Swan and Canning 

Rivers Act 2006 (‘SC Rivers Act’) and does not capture development under the Metropolitan 

Redevelopment Authority Act 2011  or Hope-Valley Wattleup Redevelopment Act 20001; 

▪ Part 17 also has no impact on the State’s existing mining approval process; 
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▪ The terms ‘Significant Development’, as noted above, and ‘Substantially Commenced’ as it 

relates to the actual construction start of a development within the required four years of 

the 18 month Covid-19 recovery period are important; 

Significant Development and the COVID-19 Recovery Period 

Division 2 of Part 17 outlines two pathways for a Significant Development, being: 

▪ Where a landowner submits a valid application to the WAPC within the recovery period2; or 

▪ the alternate scenario where the Premier, on recommendation of the Minister for Planning, 

submits such an application3; 

The submission of an application by the Premier must still be of State or regional importance and 

within the 18 month recovery period. 

▪ Section 274 of Division 2 provides guidance on matters for the processing and determination 

of Significant Development application. Notably, the WAPC: 

o is only to determine the application under Part 17 and not any other ordinary 

planning rules or provisions that might otherwise apply; 

o does not have a specified time limit to determine the development application; 

o can receive an application up until the last day of the 18 month recovery period, and 

can determine the application after the recovery period ends; 

o cannot determine an application in a manner which equates to a de facto refusal, 

results in the proposal no longer complying with the Significant Development criteria 

(for example a reduction of nla floorspace or residential dwellings below the 

thresholds); and 

o must issue written reasons explaining the basis for the determination. 

▪ In making its determination, we note the that the WAPC is required to give due regard to the 

need to facilitate development in response to the economic effects of the COVID-19 

pandemic but is not strictly bound by any planning or non-planning law or other 

requirement. While required to have due regard to relevant considerations (including the 

relevant town planning scheme, orderly and proper planning, amenity, State Planning 

Policies, and the like) to inform itself, the WAPC is not bound by these matters.4. The WAPC 

is required to consult with relevant stakeholders (including the Minister, the EPA, Heritage 

Council and Swan River Trust, and the Local Government as appropriate).5 

▪ The Part 17 Development Approval cannot be circumvented or modified through 

applications to amend or waive obligations under other parts of the planning framework6. 

▪ Substantial Commencement as noted above, must occur within 4 years (48 months) unless 

otherwise specified in the determination. Construction must commence within four years of 

the 18 month recovery period7. The WAPC is prohibited from extending a Part 17 

Development Approval, meaning the proponent should regard the approval as a ‘use it or 

lose it’ circumstance. 

 

 
2 S 271. 
3 S 272. 
4 S 275. 
5 S 276. 
6 S 277. 
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Conflict Resolution between Government processes 

Division 3 of the Bill is described as innovative and unique in its approach to address potential 

regulatory conflicts that might arise in relation to a development approval. It introduces new 

provisions where conflicts arising between multiple Government approval processes are identified 

(either before or after determination) and resolved. The applicant retains a right of review to SAT 

but, importantly, the provisions seek to avoid the need for SAT review to be undertaken. 

Of note, Division 3 outlines: 

▪ What constitutes a conflict for the purpose of the Division 3 resolution provisions; 

▪ That the Minister or Premier may direct another Government person or body to comply with 

a direction; 

▪ An obligation on the decision maker of an application to identify any conflict with a 

development approval and to engage the conflict resolution provisions; 

▪ The Minister has discretionary power to issue a direction in relation to a conflict but is not 

obligated to do so (and may not where the applicant and Government decision maker are 

likely to resolve the matter); 

Division 4 of the Bill incorporates a number of oversight provisions to recognise that while the WAPC 

is given significant authority, it is subject to oversight by the SAT, the Governor and by Parliament. 

Notably, the SAT is able to adopt the broader considerations under Part 17 in any review of a Part 17 

determination. 

Subdivision Approval Extensions 

Division 5 is relevant to many of Rowe Group’s land development clients in that it provides: 

▪ An automatic two year extension to all subdivision applications submitted (but not 

approved) or approved (but still valid) before the State of Emergency came into effect on 16 

March 20208. As an automatic extension, no further action is required to take advantage; 

▪ Any new subdivision application submitted after 16 March 2020 is likely to be able to rely 

upon the new Section 145A, though an approval extension will not be automatic.  An 

applicant cannot seek to use the new Section 145A in addition to the automatic extension 

granted under Division 59. 

District DAPs and Special Matter DAPs 

Part 3 deals with Development Assessment Panels (DAPs)10 and in particular: 

▪ Provides for the expansion of DAPs into new groupings that may be based on subject matter 

rather than solely geographic location as has historically been the case; 

▪ While DAPs will remain development focused, the newly formatted DAPS will comprise: 

o District DAPs consistent with the recent DAP geographic area updates; 

o Special Matter DAPs that will draw on specialist technical expertise to determine 

development on specific subject matter (which may be based on use, height or 

similar defining criteria); 

 
8 S 145A 
9 S 288. 
10 At s 171A. 
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o DAPs, under amended Section 171A, will be expanded to allow for advice to be given 

to Local Government, the WAPC and the Minister in certain circumstances; 

Public Works Exemptions and Acquisition of Land 

Part 4 of the Bill outlines a range of Public Works exemptions, clarifications and obligations including 

how town planning schemes can deal with public works and prescribing public works. 

Part 5 of the Bill addresses the Acquisition of Land and, in particular, the compensation and 

acquisition process within the planning system. The provisions under Part 5 clarify the: 

▪ capacity of a responsible authority to acquire or purchase zoned land to avoid sterilization of 

development potential; 

▪ deemed public works for improvement plans under the Land Administration Act 1997; and 

▪ Introduction of express powers for land resumption for a planning control area under 

Section 186. 

Streamlining the referral of schemes and scheme amendments to the EPA 

Part 6 of the Bill deals with planning schemes and referral to the Environmental Protection Authority 

(EPA). Part 6 introduces provisions aimed at addressing: 

▪ Improved EPA referral process requirements;  

▪ Risk based assessment and decision making pathways to streamline MRS Amendments in 

accordance with new planning regulations; 

▪ Provide for the Minister to withdraw a region scheme or amendment mid way through the 

process11; 

▪ Clarify Ministerial powers with regard to Local Government directions for failing to have a 

satisfactory scheme or amendment (Section 76 of the PD Act amended) and for consent to 

advertise new schemes or amendments; and 

▪ Expand enforcement powers with respect to compliance with region planning schemes. 

The PD Act is amended as a result of Division 1 of the Bill and, consistent with the above matters, 

includes changes: 

▪ Addressing the manner in which referral of a region scheme or amendment is made to the 

EPA12; 

▪ Setting out classes of region planning schemes or proposed amendments that do not require 

referral to the EPA, avoiding many current instances of unnecessary referral; 

▪ Shifting many of the making, advertising and consultation matters for region planning 

schemes and amendments into new region planning scheme regulations.  This will allow for 

the risk based assessment and decision making pathways noted earlier and should see a far 

more streamlined progression of amendments13; 

▪ Making a range of related amendments that include, for example: 

o providing a definition for what constitutes a minor region planning scheme 

amendment14; 

 
11 Introduced as a new Part 4A of the PD Act. 
12 Replacing s 38 of the PD Act. 
13 Replacing ss 41-44 of the PD Act. 
14 New s 56A of the PD Act. 
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o providing new provisions relating to the Ministers powers to approve, refuse or 

modify a minor region planning scheme amendment – for example to approve with 

amendments or modifications, versus requiring modifications that must be 

resubmitted to the Minister15; 

▪ Importantly, the Bill also seeks to amend the PD Act by restoring the Minister’s role of being 

able to consent to, or not, the advertising of local planning schemes and amendments. The 

right to do so became less clear following the LPS Regulations 2015 which specified no role 

for the Minister in relation to advertising, contrary to the earlier Town Planning Regulations 

196716; 

In a number of instances, the above matters are similarly reflected in proposed changes to the 

Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act), including inserting of a new Section 48AAA of the EP Act 

permitting regulations to be made prescribing planning schemes and amendments that need not be 

referred to the EPA; 

State Planning Polices and Planning Codes 

Part 7 of the Bill deals with State Planning Policies (‘SPPs’) and proposes provisions: 

o Introducing a requirement for planning related decision makers to have due regard 

to the State policy framework; 

o Ensuring SPPs explicitly contemplate bushfires, coastal erosion and other similar 

hazards; 

o Introduce risk based approaches to SPP amendments; and 

o Introduce the concept of planning codes, which is explained further below. 

In several of the above examples, the provisions stipulate matters that are already implied, however, 

subject to interpretation. Notably, the change to a risk based approach to SPP amendments will be 

included under new regulations and follow a similar ‘basic’, ‘standard’ or ‘complex’ approach to that 

used for local planning scheme amendments. 

▪ The inclusion of a new ‘Part 3A – Planning codes’ is considered to be one of the more 

significant elements of the Bill. Part 3A will put beyond doubt the role and status of SPPs by 

creating a ‘conceptual divide’ between: 

o Those SPPs which address descriptive and aspirational policy matters; and 

o Those SPPs which govern prescriptive and mandatory policy matters, with the most 

notable being State Planning Policy 7.3: The Residential Design Codes (R-Codes). 

▪ The Part 3A changes introduce the notion of planning codes and, in so doing: 

o Will rename the R-Codes as ‘planning codes’; 

o Permit the WAPC to prepare other planning codes, with Minister agreement; 

o Give statutory effect to the status of planning codes via new Section 32C to the PD 

Act, but importantly only where incorporated into a local planning scheme; 

Crown and State Land signing authorities 

Part 9 of the Bill will be of interest to many of Rowe Group’s clients who have experienced delays in 

gaining signatures to authorise the lodgement of planning applications involving a portion of Crown 

land, or State owned land. Essentially the changes will allow for an expanded list of persons (beyond 

the current Minister for Lands or person authorised by the Minister for Lands) to comprise a stated 

 
15 S 62 of the PD Act amended. 
16 S 84 of the PD Act replaced. 
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list of persons with authority to sign documents. We anticipate this will provide for the more timely 

lodgement of applications. 

Open Space and Cash-in-Lieu 

Part 10 of the Bill deals with the long-standing manner in which the planning framework deals with 

the imposition of a public open space obligation or the payment of cash-in-lieu related thereto. The 

provisions aim to clarify the requirement of a condition to set aside land for public open space or 

payment of cash-in-lieu, and also to reformulate the use of the related trust account holding cash-in-

lieu funds by Local Government. Notably, the provisions: 

▪ Seek to replace current Section 153 of the PD Act which requires the WAPC to first impose 

an open space condition and then potentially agree to a cash-in-lieu payment as an 

alternate. The changes look to recognise that a cash-in-lieu payment may, in many instances, 

be more appropriate and this is reflected in a new Section 153 (1) providing the WAPC with 

the clear option to impose either a land or cash-in-lieu condition; 

▪ Related to the above, Section 154 of the PD Act is to be amended to allow Local Government 

to use a reserve account for cash-in-lieu funds, consistent with the approach currently used 

for development contribution arrangements. 

Community Infrastructure 

Part 11 of the Bill deals with Community Infrastructure and, as many of our Rowe Group clients will 

recall, has recently been considered as part of changes contained within the draft State Planning 

Policy 3.6 Development Contributions for Infrastructure. The proposed provisions clarify: 

▪ that community infrastructure is clearly contemplated under Schedule 7 of the PD Act and 

will sit alongside roads, intersections and the like as ‘standard development infrastructure’; 

and 

▪ how community infrastructure monies are managed, held and expended. 

Endorsement of Diagram or Plan of Survey 

Part 12 of the Bill seeks to address two matters of planning identified reform, being: 

▪ Clarifying when the WAPC can endorse a diagram or plan of survey of subdivision on the 

basis that certain conditions will be complied with at the time of registration. This clarifies, 

for example, that a condition requiring the grant of an easement can physically be complied 

with at the time the interest is registered and the new titles created17; and 

▪ Introducing a further 2 year extension of time to lodge a ‘certified correct’ diagram or survey 

of subdivision and addressing a circumstance where a subdivider, perhaps through no fault 

of their own, is delayed in being able to provide the certified correct diagram from Landgate. 

Electronic Planning Maps 

Part 14 recognises the evolution of the planning framework to now rely heavily on the use of 

electronic planning scheme maps. Proposed provisions in Part 14 of the Bill aim to: 

▪ Enable to electronic version of a planning scheme map held by the WAPC to be the official 

legal version; and 

 
17 S 145 of the PD Act amended 
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▪ Enable minor changes to an electronic map, as new cadastral information is provided, 

without requiring a formal scheme amendment. 

Ministerial powers relating to local governments 

Part 15 recognises that clarifications are needed in relation to existing Section 212 of the PD Act and 

the manner in which the Minister can direct local government.  The proposed provisions: 

o Clarify that an obligation imposed on a local government to comply with duties 

under regulations includes all regulations made under the PD Act; and 

o Expands the oversight of the Minister’s use of these powers by requiring such 

notices be laid before Parliament and subject to Parliamentary scrutiny. 

Planning Control Area (PCA) purposes 

▪ Part 16 recognises that clarifications are needed in relation to existing Section 212 of the PD 

Act and the manner in which the Minister can direct local government.  The proposed 

provisions aim to clarify: 

o That where a PCA can be put in place for a highway and/or other important regional 

road, this can include other access roads or roads for alternate access arrangements; 

and 

o That a PCA can deal with land set aside for the purposes of public transport. 

Transitional Provisions 

Finally, Part 17 of the Bill contemplates the manner in which the new legislative changes will come 

into effect. A new Part 19 of the PD Act is to be inserted detailing transition measures. We note that 

these include provisions to, for example: 

▪ automatically deem LDAPs and JDAPs as district DAPs; 

▪ automatically deem the R-Codes as a planning code under the new Part 3A; and 

▪ allow the retrospective use and application of electronic mapping under Section 293. 

 

Rowe Group encourages our clients and colleagues to contact our office with any queries they may 

have in regard to the Bill.  We continue to review these planning reforms and look forward to 

providing further advice. 


